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Intellectual
Property
Issues when
Importing from
China into the
U.S.

Copyright issues

When importing products from China,

Our attorneys can assist with

intellectual property issues should be

providing trademark searches and

identified and addressed to avoid

analyzing proposed products to

Copyright issues may relate to a

costly mistakes. Importing a product

identify and evaluate potential issues.

product, its logo, its accompanying

which infringes the intellectual

Patent issues

manual or other literature, and

Products may be protected in various

Before importing, consider all aspects

ways including by utility patents and

of a product to avoid copyright issues.

property rights of others can result in
law suits, seizure by customs and
border patrol, and exclusion of your
products from online sellers. Legal
costs and damages can exceed any
profits, or even revenue, so this is an
area where prudence is required.
Liability for intellectual property
infringement also does not require
that you know you are infringing. Even
if your well-meaning business is not
“knocking” off someone else’s product,
that does not mean intellectual
property should not be a serious
concern.

Trademark issues
Product names, logos, and slogans all
have the potential to infringe the
trademark rights of others. Care
should be taken before adopting
product names, logos, or slogans to
avoid similarity and potential
confusion with trademarks of others.

product packaging. This may include
text, images, or other elements.

design patents. Before importing
products, consider having a right-to-

Our attorneys can assist in this review

use search and opinion performed to

process.

understand potential patent

reduces risks. If designing a product,

Infringement in China
and before reaching the
U.S.

it may be possible to modify the design

When importing products from China,

to avoid infringement issues.

it is important to remember that there

infringement issues. Identifying issues
early on before making a commitment
to importing a particular product

may be intellectual property issues not
Our attorneys can assist by

just in the U.S. where the product is

performing clearance searches and

being marketed, but also in China.

analysis and advice regarding possible

Infringement of a patent or trademark

design-arounds. Obtaining legal

in China, or in an intermediate place of

advice from counsel may also be used

transit, such as Hong Kong can result

to show, if a court later finds

in enforcement actions by intellectual

infringement concerns, that you were

property owners. Thus, these issues

not acting in bad faith and are not

should also be addressed to minimize

subject to increased monetary

the likelihood of disruption in business

damages.

and incurring costs.

